
Running a mêlée for a petanque club. 

 

A mêlée is a turn up on the day event where any number of players can be 
accommodated as long as there are pistes to play on. Players can arrive late, 
leave early or dropout of a round. The organiser will adjust.  

It can be done with a sheet of paper and a pen. 3 round melees often 
produce surprising results. More rounds means the cream rises to the top. 

It’s an individual event where partners are changed each round and teams 
usually play in pairs but sometimes because of numbers there will be triples. 
Regardless of the number of players there will never be more than 3 triples. 

The word has been used many ways in history. Knights would fight in melees; 
The wiki definition refers to disorganised close combat in battles fought at 
abnormally close range with little central control once it starts (sounds 
familiar?)  The French term mêlée was first used in English in about 1640. 

 A modern version is meli-melo in French which translates into mish mash or 
hodge podge in English. Don’t let these horrible histories put you off. 

• You can hold a short or a long melee.  
• 3 rounds will last 3 hours and is suitable for an afternoon or an evening. 
• 5 or more rounds takes a whole day and you need to think about lunch. 
• There is a random draw for partners every round. It is possible with 

small numbers to play with or against the same person twice. 
• You need to be able to draw teams so you have to do some 

preparation. 

Make a set of cards from 1 to 32 (or 64 if you’re planning on big events). 
Business card size or bigger. Also make A, B, C, D, and E cards. Why? 
Because you’ll always lose a card or two. Make them with your club name or 
logo on the back. Laminate them. They’ll be useful.  

You don’t have to make them as cards. We’ve seen bottle tops with a circular 
paper sticker on with numbers written on the sticker. We’ve seen discarded 
poker chips with similar stickers on.  



On the day 
 

• Collect names and entry fees as people arrive. 
• Enter their names on the scoresheet. 
• Set a cutoff time and stick to it. 
• Give out the right number of cards for the right number of players. 
• Either allow players to choose where they play or 
• Use Piste 1 for players 1,2,3,4. Piste 2 for 5,6,7,8 etc. 
• Collect scores as games finish. 
• Check how many players are still there (and adjust numbered cards) 
• Re draw for partners for next round. 

 
When it’s all over add up the scores and award the prizes. 
 
 
 
 
 
	  
	  


